Take Back Control of Your
Crop Nutrition Costs

ADMadvantage.com/buy-fertilizer

The lack of transparency in the fertilizer
market can create significant challenges
in managing your crop nutrition costs
and overall farm profitability. To address
this widely-felt problem, ADM is now
offering customers an exciting alternative:
competitive pricing and cost management
through ADM Farm Direct Fertilizer.
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Control Your Input Costs

• 24/7 access to competitive bulk fertilizer
pricing
• Make a bid based on your needs and ADM’s
published bulk fertilizer prices, then establish
your delivery preferences and timing up to
18 months forward

ADM has made it very easy for you to compare
fertilizer prices, see historical data that can help
you determine a better time to purchase, and
then buy your products online when you’re ready.
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• If you need on-farm fertilizer storage, purchase
a cost-effective, top-quality Meridian bin
through ADM’s On-farm Fertilizer Storage
program. Special financing terms are available
to approved growers.
It’s that simple. Reduce risk, guesswork, and
stress by taking more control of your fertilizer
purchasing.

How Does it Work
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Calculate Your Savings
Use this handy calculator to see
your potential savings on inputs.
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Leveraging ADM’s extensive transportation and
warehousing network, we procure fertilizer direct
from the source and bring it straight to your
farm. This more direct path reduces the costs
and inefficiencies of traditional fertilizer retail
channels.
The result: you save time and money, without
compromising quality.
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See Historical Pricing
Select a recent year, a nutrient,
and a crop to see what your
profit margin would have been,
given historic prices.
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ADM can arrange for delivery to your farm or
product can be picked up at one of our network
terminals using your own freight.
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If you have questions or are ready to try
ADM Farm Direct Fertilizer, your local
ADM representative is ready to help.
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Buy Fertilizer Online
Make your fertilizer purchases
24/7 on the ADM Fertilizer
Customer Portal.

ADMadvantage.com/buy-fertilizer
1-800-366-6999

Visit fertilizer.ADMadvantage.com
Subject to Terms and Conditions in ADM-provided contract.
Please see contract for details.

